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Abstract
Process-based integrated assessment models (IAMs) analyze transformation pathways to
mitigate climate change. Confidence in models is established by testing their structural
assumptions and comparing their behavior against observations as well as other models.
Climate model evaluation is concerted, and prominently reported in a dedicated chapter
in the IPCC WG1 assessments. By comparison, evaluation of process-based IAMs tends
to be less visible and more dispersed among modelling teams, with the exception of model
inter-comparison projects. We contribute the first comprehensive analysis of processbased IAM evaluation, drawing on a wide range of examples across eight different
evaluation methods testing both structural and behavioral validity. For each evaluation
method, we compare its application to process-based IAMs with its application to climate
models, noting similarities and differences, and seeking useful insights for strengthening
the evaluation of process-based IAMs. We find that each evaluation method has
distinctive strengths and limitations, as well as constraints on their application. We
develop a systematic evaluation framework combining multiple methods that should be
embedded within the development and use of process-based IAMs.
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Evaluating Process-Based Integrated Assessment Models of
Climate Change Mitigation
Charlie Wilson 1 a,g, Elmar Kriegler b, Detlef P van Vuuren c,d, Celine Guivarch e,
Dave Frame f, Volker Krey g, Timothy J Osborn h, Valeria Jana Schwanitz i,
Erica L Thompson j

1. Introduction
Evaluation of climate models using a range of methods is highly visible, organized in
established programs, and synthesized in a dedicated chapter in each of the IPCC
assessments of climate science over the past twenty five years (1). Climate model
evaluation underpins model projections of long-term climate change (2).
The IPCC's assessments of climate change mitigation also draw heavily on modelling
analysis, in this case by process-based integrated assessment models (IAMs) which
characterize long-term transformation pathways in the energy and land-use systems (3).
However there is no analogous synthesis of IAM evaluation in the IPCC assessments, nor
elsewhere in the scientific literature. With the exception of model inter-comparison
projects, IAM evaluation appears less systematic and less prominently reported.
We contribute the first comprehensive analysis of how process-based IAMs are evaluated,
drawing on a wide range of examples across eight different evaluation methods testing
both structural and behavioral validity. We use 'integrated assessment model' (IAM) to
describe any model that: (1) explicitly represents the drivers and processes of change in
global energy and land use systems linked to the broader economy; (2) captures both
biophysical and socioeconomic processes including human preferences; (3) characterizes
cost-effective mitigation pathways under different assumptions or constraints including
climate stabilization targets (4). Over 1000 scenarios from 31 such IAMs form the basis
of the IPCC assessment of transformation pathways to mitigate climate change (3, 5).
We follow the IPCC in making an important distinction between the process-based IAMs
used in mitigation analysis which we consider in this article, and the highly-aggregated
1
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integrated assessment models used in a benefit-cost framework to analyze the economic
impacts of climate change (6, 7). Confusingly both process-based and benefit-cost models
are referred to in the literature as ‘IAMs’. But as we explain in Box 1, the models used in
a benefit-cost framework are very different tools which face a distinctive set of evaluation
challenges (8). We do not consider these benefit-cost models further.
Process-based IAM analysis informs near-term decisions on energy and climate policy
(9, 10), international negotiations on mitigation targets (11-13), and sustainable
development strategies and goals (14-17).
These applications of modelling analysis depend on policy users' trust and confidence in
IAMs as scientific tools that fulfil their intended functions (18). This confidence in the
adequacy of IAMs is established and maintained by model evaluation involving both
users as well as modelers.
Model evaluation begins with a clear statement of model purpose. IAMs are neither
predictive nor directive. Rather IAMs serve as discursive tools to inform decision making
on climate change mitigation (10, 19). IAMs sit alongside many other tools and
approaches for informing climate policy, ranging from expert elicitations and bottom-up
sectoral modelling, to learning from experience and participatory appraisals (20).
However, IAMs are uniquely positioned to contribute insights on: (1) systemic effects,
interactions, and trade-offs between sectors, regions, policy objectives and sustainability
goals (21); (2) long-term consequences of near-term decisions (22); (3) process-based
(causal) pathways to achieve predetermined global emission budgets (23).
We propose five inter-related criteria for assessing the adequacy of IAMs for providing
policy-relevant insight. First, a model's application should follow logically from its
purpose and design (appropriateness). Second, how a model conceptualizes and
represents the modelled system should be clear in the analysis and communication of
model output (interpretability). Third, model code should be clearly and transparently
documented to enable independent review (verifiability). Fourth, users as well as
modelers should have confidence in models as analytical tools good enough for their
intended use (credibility). Fifth, models should advance understanding of policy options
and challenges (usefulness).
The credibility and usefulness criteria are most closely linked to the application of
uncertain model results in complex and contested policy domains like climate change (24,
25). Process-based IAMs have been critiqued for understating future uncertainties, for
example, by forecasting future mitigation options and costs over a long (100 year) time
frame (26). In this respect it is important to emphasize that evaluation does not make
IAMs more accurate nor more reliable in predicting the future; this is not what IAMs are
designed to do. Rather evaluation helps to improve the IAMs as scientific tools which are
adequate for policy-relevant analysis.
As we argue in this article, a systematic evaluation framework helps IAMs improve
against all five criteria: appropriateness, interpretability, verifiability, credibility and
usefulness. To develop this framework, we consider the purpose, methods, and benefits
of evaluating IAMs, drawing on a long tradition of IAM evaluation research (27). We
first consider the role of structural and behavioral validity in IAM evaluation. We then
review progress and best practice with eight distinct evaluation methods applied to IAMs,
and identify challenges and limitations in each case.
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Throughout the paper, we use climate model evaluation as a counterpoint to draw out
particular issues with IAM evaluation methods. Climate models represent processes in
the atmosphere and oceans (as well as biosphere and cryosphere) based on physical
principles, and are used to simulate future climate change in response to natural and
anthropogenic forcings (28). Both climate models and IAMs are tools used to advance
scientific understanding of modelled systems and to provide policy-relevant insight. In
the policy domain, both climate models and IAMs explore what-if questions given a set
of assumptions (10, 29). Some IAMs include simple climate models. However IAMs are
distinctive in modelling human preferences as well as natural processes. As we discuss,
this and other differences have important implications for IAM evaluation compared with
climate model evaluation.
Box 1. Benefit-cost integrated assessment models.
Highly-aggregated integrated assessment models applied in a benefit-cost framework
are a distinct type of tool for informing climate policy. Benefit-cost models are used to
estimate optimal mitigation efforts taking climate impacts on the economy into account
(30).
Similar evaluation methods can be applied to both benefit-cost and process-based
integrated assessment models. These methods include historical simulations, sensitivity
analyses, and independent review (8, 31). However, the application and interpretation
of these evaluation methods is fundamentally different between the two distinct types
of model. As benefit-cost models lack a detailed representation of biophysical and
socioeconomic processes in energy and land-use systems, they do not resolve the causal
mechanisms driving greenhouse gas emissions in any detail. In contrast, it is precisely
these causal mechanisms across different model components which are the emphasis
of evaluation in process-based models.
Cost-benefit models also face specific modelling issues and challenges which further
distinguish their evaluation needs (see SI for further discussion). In this article we only
consider the evaluation of process-based integrated assessment models.

2. Evaluating Models of Complex, Dynamic Systems
Evaluation means assessing models and model performance so as to articulate the grounds
on which a model can be declared good enough for its intended use (32).
Formally, evaluation tests the structural and behavioral validity of a model (33).
Structural (or conceptual) validity means that a model is an accurate representation of the
system response being modelled (34, 35) (see Box 2). Behavioral (or operational) validity
means that modelled outcomes are consistent with observational data (see Box 3).
Behavioral validity is important for evaluating simulation models of well-defined,
bounded systems with low uncertainties and the opportunity for reproducible
experiments. These conditions do not apply to IAMs nor climate models which both
represent complex, incompletely understood, dynamic systems. Consequently, structural
validity is the stronger concept which precedes and to some extent subsumes behavioral
validity (33).
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However, the structural validity of complex models cannot be definitively established
(see Box 2). Rather, evaluation is an open-ended process testing the adequacy of models'
representation of the system and modelled system responses (33, 36). As Flato, et al. (1)
argue: "Climate models are based on physical principles and they reproduce many
important aspects of observed climate. Both aspects contribute to our confidence in the
models' suitability for their application ... for quantitative future predictions and
projections". The same ongoing process of evaluation applies to IAMs, particularly given
the additional challenges they face in testing both structural and behavioral validity (see
Boxes 2 & 3). The procedural nature of model evaluation necessarily involves a wide
range of methods and activities in an iterative process of learning and improvement.
Box 2. Structural Validity of IAMs.
A model's structure or representation of the modelled system includes: variables;
equations that encode laws, principles or causal relationships between variables;
parameterizations that make simplifying assumptions about specific phenomena and
include numerical parameters; and values assigned to input variables or parameters
(37).
For models assessing complex environmental problems, including both IAMs and
climate models, many of these structural elements are uncertain (25, 38). Epistemic
uncertainties are associated with limits to knowledge of how the modelled system
functions. Parametric uncertainties are associated with the reduction of complex
phenomena to tractable model formulations and the values assigned to parameters (32).
As a result of these uncertainties, structural validity cannot be definitively established.
Models are not direct translations of scientific laws (39).
Compared to climate models, IAMs face an additional type of structural uncertainty.
Socioeconomic processes are not based on physical principles or laws. The most
appropriate representations of human preferences are changing and contested (40).
Decision makers may even respond reflexively to modelling analysis, changing the
relationships enshrined within the models. These are characteristic features of
modelling in 'post-normal science' (41). Structural uncertainties are societal (related to
social robustness and values embedded in model assumptions) as well as epistemic and
parametric (related to ignorance and inexactness) (24). As IAMs cannot build on laws,
theories, and principles to the same extent as climate models, establishing their
structural validity is more problematic.
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Box 3. Behavioral Validity of IAMs.
Behavioral validity is tested by tuning certain model inputs and parameters to match
initial conditions and observed forcings over an evaluation period (42). The model is
then run to test how well it predicts non-calibrated outcomes. Using historical
simulations to test the behavioral validity of complex models such as IAMs or climate
models has several limitations. First, simulation results may be specific to the tuned
parameterizations and so reveal only 'forced empirical adequacy' (34, 43, 44). Second,
more than one model conceptualization or parameterization can generate the same
output, a problem known as 'non-uniqueness' or 'equifinality' (45, 46). This also implies
difficulties in selecting from multiple possible combinations of parameters (47, 48).
Third, two or more errors in the model inputs and parameterizations may partially
cancel each other out (42, 49).
Consequently, a close fit of model output to observational data does not necessarily
mean the model accurately represents the modelled system. The converse also holds.
Divergence between model simulations and observations may be partly due to errors
in inputs defining initial conditions or forcings. It is also not always clear whether and
how to distinguish structural and parametric uncertainty as causes of divergence (47,
50).
All these issues apply generically to complex models including both IAMs and climate
models. However, IAMs face additional issues in testing behavioral validity. First,
historical simulations cannot demonstrate models' predictive reliability in future
conditions that lie outside the range of historical experience (32). This is a particular
issue for IAMs as the modelled system may not exhibit structural constancy between
past and future (see Box 2). Human preferences expressed through climate policy may
'force' changes in the causal relationships enshrined in a model's representation of how
the energy, land-use and economic systems function (51, 52). Second, IAMs are
commonly used to define normative reference points such as least cost mitigation
pathways. Normative applications of IAMs are not designed to reproduce observed
system behavior. Third, IAMs may include optimization elements to capture price
formation in markets. However, real markets are imperfect and IAMs may not capture
the numerous distortions through which observed prices are reflected (53). Fourth,
IAMs focus on system responses to policy forcings relative to a dynamic and uncertain
baseline, rather than an equilibrium (54). As IAM baselines are dynamic, it is difficult
to clearly separate model forcings (e.g., economic growth, prices) from system
responses (e.g., energy resource use and technology deployment).

3. Evaluation of IAMs Compared to Climate Models
We compare evaluation methods applied to IAMs and climate models. We use this
comparison to draw out distinctive challenges for evaluating IAMs. We first examine
evaluation methods that use observational data, and then methods within or between
models.
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3.1. Historical simulations
Historical simulations are central to climate model evaluation. The recent IPCC
assessment emphasizes the concurrent use of multiple indicators of model performance
that are not related to tuned parameters and that span different processes, spatial scales
and timescales (1). A common example compares observed anomalies in global mean
surface temperature relative to a reference period against climate model predictions with
anthropogenic and natural forcings over the period 1850 - 2005 (55). Simulated quantities
like global mean surface temperature indicate trend responses to external forcings. Longterm simulations allow the response to climate forcings (the signal) to be more clearly
separated from unforced internal climate variability (the noise). A close fit to observations
builds confidence in a climate model's projections of the response to future emissions.
Other climate model output, particularly over short timescales or small spatial scales, is
related more strongly to internal variability. Examples include precipitation or El Niño
events. Here, a close fit to observations builds confidence in a model's structural validity
in representing coupled atmospheric-ocean processes.
Historical simulations with IAMs are less prominent than for climate models, and also
tend to be more limited in time horizon, spatial scale, and model output compared to
observations. Examples of simulated quantities in IAMs compared against observations
include: energy use in US buildings during the period 1995-2010 (56); the Indian
economy's response to rising oil prices during 2003-2006 (57); transportation energy
demand in Western Europe during 1970-2003 (44). In each case, the simulations led to
revised modelling assumptions to reduce divergence from observations (see SI for details
and further examples).
However, the ability of IAMs to reproduce observations has weaker relevance as a test of
behavioral validity for several reasons (see Box 3). These include the limited range of
historical experience, the application of IAMs to define normative reference points, and
the use of dynamic baselines. Historical simulations are therefore limited in their ability
to give confidence in IAMs' predictive reliability under future conditions (58). As IAMs
represent very diverse biophysical and socioeconomic processes as well as policy signals
(59), simulated quantities must be sufficiently disaggregated to match this heterogeneity
in underlying causal mechanisms (36). The causal mechanisms (or model component)
should also be structurally constant over the simulation period. These limitations are
compounded by significant data challenges for historical simulations of the energy, land
use, and economic systems (56). Data challenges are more formidable in developing
countries (60), and prior to the 1970s when few energy data were systematically collected
(61).
Behavioral validity testing plays a less important role for establishing the structural
validity of IAMs than it does for climate models. However historical simulations are an
applicable evaluation method under certain conditions: (1) observational data are
available; (2) forcings are clearly identifiable; (3) the structure of modelled system
components is constant; (4) normative characteristics can be relaxed.
Climate model evaluation offers some useful insights for IAMs in developing historical
simulations further. These include the importance of comprehensive long-term datasets
of observations and forcings (59, 62), and standardized statistical measures of model
performance against observations (e.g., correlations, root mean square percentage errors)
to synthesize and visualize simulation results.
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3.2. Near-term observations
The unfolding future provides near-term observations which can be compared against ex
ante model projections made a decade or more ago. This is distinct from longer-term
historical simulations which are run ex post.
Climate model projections from successive IPCC assessments have been compared
against observed ranges at large scales across key outputs (e.g., mean global temperature
and sea level rise) (Figs 1.4 & 1.10 in 63). Some climate models are also used for weather
forecasting which provides numerous tests of very short-term predictions. However,
internal variability limits inferences from near-term observations about model responses
to forcings, especially at regional rather than global scales.
Baseline emission scenarios from the IPCC SRES were projected by IAMs in the late
1990s (64). These have similarly been tracked against actual socioeconomic
developments and emissions since 2000 (65-67). Recent emission trends are towards the
upper bound of ex ante projections across a range of baseline assumptions (68). One
implication is that scenario studies may inadequately capture uncertainty ranges in key
drivers or assumptions (69).
IAM projections of energy prices and demand have also been compared against
observations (70, 71). However, these outcomes are characterized by short-term
variability whereas IAMs are designed to represent long-term dynamics such as the
replacement of capital stock and path dependence from increasing returns to scale (e.g.,
learning effects). Modelled responses to forcings in the near-term are not necessarily good
indicators of long-term trends (59). Many IAMs also run on ten year time steps which
capture only decadal averages.
Divergence from near-term observations is a potential source of insight for improving
modelling efforts - if modelers look back at past projections (72). But this provides only
a weak basis for testing the behavioral validity of IAMs. As with historical simulations,
recent historical experience is useful for comparison against ex ante IAM projections only
under certain conditions: (1) observations are linked to causal mechanisms with shortterm characteristics and/or regional responses; (2) IAMs resolve processes in short time
steps (1 - 5 years) or have structural elements responsive to short-term forcings; (3) the
system response to policy forcings (e.g., renewable energy regulation) or exogenous
shocks (e.g., oil crises, collapse of the Soviet Union) is clear and isolatable. The climate
model community's recent experience in investigating and explaining the warming hiatus
also shows the usefulness of open debate about causes of divergence between near-term
observations and ex ante projections (73).
3.3. Generalizable historical patterns
An alternative method for drawing on history to evaluate IAMs examines whether
generalizable historical patterns or 'stylized facts' are reproduced in model projections.
This approach derives from the economist, Kaldor, who proposed "a stylized view of the
facts" which held when observing economic growth over long time periods, ignoring
business cycles or other causes of volatility (74, 75). An analogous evaluation method for
climate models is subsumed within historical simulations which commonly include
generalizable patterns as well as observations (76).
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Schwanitz (36) proposed a set of generalizable historical patterns describing aggregate
long-term behavioral features of the energy system and economy that are broadly
applicable and expected to persist. Several studies have tested IAMs' ability to reproduce
such patterns under both baseline and climate policy assumptions. Examples include:
developing country transitions from traditional fuels to electrification as incomes rise
(77); durations of technology diffusion correlating positively with extents of diffusion
(78); primary energy consumption correlating positively with economic growth (36). In
each case, model projections were broadly consistent with historical dynamics, albeit with
local or spatial differences (see SI for details and further examples).
Rates of change in key system variables can also be compared between past and future to
evaluate the responsiveness of actual and modelled systems. To-date, this method has
been applied principally to IAM projections of technological change. Maximum projected
rates of change are found to be broadly consistent with maximum rates observed
historically, even in scenarios with stringent climate policy (79, 80).
These indirect tests of behavioral validity build confidence in IAMs' structural
representation of long-term system dynamics. Generalizable historical patterns are an
additional way for IAMs to draw on observational data while avoiding the limitations of
historical simulations. But their application is also restricted to aggregate system-level
indicators or relationships, rather than specific causal mechanisms. This exacerbates
methodological difficulties in measuring and attributing divergence, and the implications
this may have for structural validity.
3.4. Hierarchy of models (including simple models)
Confidence in a model's 'good-enough' representation of the modelled system can be
effectively demonstrated through parsimonious models designed to capture only the
fundamental drivers of change (81). Simpler models are also more amenable to
independent review of underlying data and assumptions (70, 82).
Climate models span a range of complexity in terms of processes, dimensions,
parameterizations, and spatial resolution (83). The resulting 'hierarchy of models' means
the level of model complexity required for a given task can be defined by the research
question (84). Climate models that are simpler, either conceptually, or in their resolution
of processes and regions, remain useful to test understanding of the modelled system and
so help interpret more complex models (43).
IAMs commonly have a reduced-form climate model component. Climate outcomes in
IAMs across a range of emission scenarios have been tested against more complex climate
models and found to correspond well (85). But climate model components represent only
biophysical not socioeconomic processes.
There are few examples of IAMs stripped down to test the fundamental drivers of change
in energy and land use systems. A notable exception is the 'SIMPLE' model of global
agriculture which represents a minimal set of biophysical and economic relationships
(86). A historical simulation from 1961-2006 was able to reproduce observed global
trends in key indicators including crop land area, production, yield and price. Resulting
confidence in the basic model conceptualization allowed critical assumptions embedded
in more complex IAMs to be tested for their impact on model behavior (86).
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This provides a powerful example of how highly simplified models can play an important
role in testing structural validity within a hierarchy of models. IAMs largely lack such
differentiated complexity. Drawing on climate modelling precedents, IAM evaluation
should aim to: (1) develop reduced-form versions of complex models or incorporate
simpler models from outside the IAM community to explore key structural assumptions;
(2) match model complexity to the specific needs of a research question, trading off
realism with interpretability (or what Held (84) describes as elaboration vs. elegance).
3.5. Model inter-comparisons
Model inter-comparison projects (MIPs) are used to explore structural uncertainties in
different model representations of the same system. MIPs compare multiple models'
outputs, insights, and fits to observations. To enable comparability, MIPs require
carefully designed experiments that harmonize key scenario assumptions (including
forcings) and standardize the reporting of model output (Section 1.5.3, 87, 88). Intermodel agreement can indicate results robust to structural uncertainty. However,
agreement within the ensemble should be interpreted cautiously if structural differences
between models are not systematic and models share approaches or components (50, 76).
MIPs are prominent evaluation methods for both IAMs and climate models, generating
strong tacit learning for participating modelling teams. MIPs for climate models run in
well-established programs (e.g., coupled MIP or 'CMIP'). Standardized CMIP output
forms the backbone of the IPCC assessments of future climate change (2). As a recent
example, CMIP5 organized ensemble runs of multiple models using prescribed sets of
forcings and experiments, both historical and future-oriented (88).
Comparing results between multiple IAMs is a similarly longstanding feature of climate
mitigation analysis (27, 89). IAM MIPs use controlled variations of policy assumptions
(90, 91), technology assumptions (92, 93), or socioeconomic development assumptions
(94) to explore ensemble uncertainties. Nine major IAM MIPs involving dozens of
modelling teams contributed 95% of long-term mitigation pathways reviewed in the
recent IPCC assessment (3, 5). Many of these focused on the robustness of policy-relevant
insights such as the consequence of delayed global action on mitigation (95). As with
climate MIPs, within-ensemble agreement in IAM MIPs is often interpreted as providing
robust insights.
MIPs are the most well-established evaluation method for IAMs and are particularly
useful for better understanding structural uncertainty. However methodological
development is needed to help interpret inter-model agreement, taking into account
structural similarities between models (e.g., shared components, similar representations
of causal mechanisms). Climate model evaluation offers some precedent for interpreting
results from model ensembles and attributing divergent results to structural differences
between models (2, 96). Other techniques include aggregating or weighting IAM output
within multi-model ensembles (97), or integrating expert judgements into the
quantification of structural uncertainty (39).
An additional issue for IAM MIPs is how to address selection biases if stringent
mitigation scenarios are not solvable by all models (98). In one IAM MIP exploring 2oC
stabilization, over a quarter of all model-scenario combinations were not solvable or not
run (93). How to account for missing output data in IAM MIPs is a challenge sharpened
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by the 1.5oC climate stabilization ambition of the Paris Agreement and the extremely
constrained emission budgets that this implies.
3.6. Diagnostic indicators
Model diagnostics are a specialized application of MIPs that use a standardized set of
indicators or performance metrics. These indicators classify model behavior under
harmonized forcings or scenario assumptions (99). Diagnostic indicators therefore serve
to 'fingerprint' models.
Prescribed diagnostic runs are a precondition for climate models to participate in CMIP.
Performance metrics span a range of model processes and functions. The most prominent
example is climate sensitivity which is the mean global temperature change after doubling
atmospheric CO2 concentrations above pre-industrial levels. Cloud feedbacks represent
the main cause of variation between models in this aggregate diagnostic indicator (100).
Analogous diagnostic runs in IAM MIPs use prescribed carbon price forcings under
harmonized economic growth and demographic assumptions (101, 102). Diagnostic
indicators include the aggregate economic cost of mitigation and the extent of
transformation in the energy system. Although descriptive, these indicators are an
enabling step towards explaining characteristic model performance in terms of model
structure and assumptions. As an example, Wilkerson, Leibowicz, Turner and Weyant
(102) attribute inter-model variation in emission outcomes to differences in the portfolio
of available low-carbon energy supply options and the adaptability of electricity
networks.
Diagnostic indicators offer a standardized and transparent complement to MIPs for
clearly representing differences in model behavior. Model fingerprints also enable
specific models to be selected to match the analytical needs of specific scientific or policy
questions. Diagnostic indicators have only recently been developed for IAMs.
Consolidation of community-wide standards would enable their integration within IAM
evaluation efforts, and potentially their application as preconditions for participating in
major IAM MIPs (as with CMIP). This should include a systematic characterization of
the major elements of IAMs (including structure, parameterization, and input
assumptions) so that explanatory links between model designs and model fingerprints can
be mapped.
One restriction on the use of diagnostic indicators in IAM MIPs is that IAMs vary widely
in design, so only a limited subset of forcings can be harmonized across a model
ensemble. As an example, GDP growth is an exogenous forcing for some IAMs, but
endogenously generated in others. This limits the extent to which diagnostic differences
can be comprehensively explained.
3.7. Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis is used to: (1) identify the model inputs and parameterizations
influential on model output; (2) attribute uncertainties in outputs to uncertainties in inputs.
Local or ‘one-at-a-time’ methods test output sensitivities to changes in single inputs or
parameters; global methods vary many or all inputs or parameters simultaneously (103).
The local sensitivity of climate model output to uncertain parameters is tested in perturbed
physics ensembles (PPEs) in which key atmospheric, ocean or land-use parameters are
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varied (2, 96). Exploring the full uncertain parameter space through repeated model runs
is computationally costly, and prohibitively so for global methods. Distributed computing
power offers a way round this constraint, as demonstrated by climatepredicton.net (104,
105). Alternatively, statistical models (emulators) can be fitted to the relationships
between parameter values and model output from a smaller PPE allowing model
sensitivities to be generalized to unexplored parameter values (50).
Local sensitivities in IAMs are tested as part of policy applications, but are more
commonly reported in separate model evaluation studies. Influential inputs or parameters
include rates of technological change (4), rates of energy efficiency improvement (106),
and investment costs of energy supply technologies (92, 107, 108). However, local
sensitivity analyses on discrete parameters provide limited insights for structural validity
(109).
Global sensitivity analyses are also possible in IAMs using computationally-efficient
techniques (110). These have recently been used to explore the multi-dimensional global
space spanned by uncertain model inputs and parameters (92, 111) (see SI for details and
further examples). This is a promising avenue of research in which IAMs have a relative
advantage over climate models of greater computational complexity. Sensitivity analysis
opens up the interpretability of IAM results in terms of input assumptions, particularly if
reported alongside model applications (112). The potential for global sensitivity analysis
in IAMs lessens the relevance of climate model precedents (e.g., distributed computing,
emulators).
3.8. Model documentation, checks & review
A range of quality control procedures internal to modelling teams support model
evaluation, particularly with respect to structural validity (35). These include checks of
computer code and model implementation, as well as peer review or expert appraisal of
how models conceptualize and represent the modelled system (38, 39).
More consistent and complete reporting of input assumptions, parameterizations, and
model documentation and code also help open up models to independent third party
review (51, 113). However, it is costly to make accessible complex and computationallyintensive models. Modelling teams may also seek to protect the intellectual property
invested in model development (114). Open access models may allow repeatable model
experiments but place a high burden on available resources to maintain the models and
support users.
In general both climate models and IAMs face similar challenges for improving
transparency. Publicly-available model documentation and databases of standardized
model output were a central feature of CMIP5 (88). Databases of IAM output from several
MIPs were similarly published online prior to the recent IPCC assessment. Many IAM
teams have long made available extensive technical documentation (e.g., 115, 116).
Consistent and comparable IAM documentation is also becoming more common, and
published online in standardized wiki format (see SI for details). Some IAMs (e.g.,
GCAM) and climate models (e.g., CESM) do have publicly-accessible source code and
data. Climate modelling teams are increasingly publishing details of how they tune
parameterizations for processes like cloud formation or sea ice reflectivity (114).
Independent review is unique among the evaluation methods in supporting verifiability
(51). This in turn builds confidence in the structural validity of IAMs among a potentially
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diverse range of modelers, domain experts, and users. However in the IAM community,
evaluation methods are more commonly used by the modelling teams and reported as part
of model applications (51). This restricts the breadth of independent expertise involved
in IAM evaluation.

4. A Systematic Approach for Strengthening IAM Evaluation
4.1. A systematic evaluation framework for IAMs
Each IAM evaluation method has certain restrictions on its application, and limitations in
what can be learnt about structural or behavioral validity. That is not to say that any given
evaluation method is inapplicable or irrelevant; rather that multiple evaluation methods
should be applied in concert so that the limitations of one are addressed by the strengths
of another. Table 1 synthesizes the strengths and limitations of the eight evaluation
methods considered. The limitations define conditions under which specific methods
should be applied.
The distribution of strengths (and limitations) across different evaluation methods makes
it important to synthesize and compare insights on models and model performance. The
prominent syntheses of climate model evaluation research in the IPCC assessment reports
provides a useful precedent.
In practice therefore, a systematic approach to IAM evaluation consists of: (1) applying
specific evaluation methods, subject to their specific limitations; (2) documenting learnt
insights on model structure and function, and resulting model improvements; (3)
synthesizing and comparing insights across methods (both within and between models);
(4) involving user communities in interpreting and communicating evaluation insights;
(5) identifying gaps or ongoing evaluation needs. This implementation process is iterative
and continual (36). Evaluation establishes a direction of travel not a destination.
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Table 1. Strengths & limitations of eight IAM evaluation methods.
Evaluation
method
historical
simulations

Strengths

Limitations

- use of observations
- behavioral validity test

near-term
observations

- use of observations
- behavioral validity test

generalizable
historical
patterns

- use of patterns in observations
- broad applicability (less sensitive to
specific historical conditions and data
constraints)
- contributes to behavioral validity
- tests understanding of key system
processes
- links model behavior to structural
validity
- clearly interpretable results
- identify results robust to (and sensitive
to) structural uncertainty
- insights on structural validity
- peer review, exchange of data and
methods, tacit learning among
modelling teams
- standardized and comparable model
performance metrics
- generalizable model classification or
‘fingerprint’
- link differences between models’
structure and parameterization to
differences in models’ behavior
- insights on structural validity
- identifies influential inputs and
assumptions
- links model inputs and
parameterization to model behavior
- third party verification & expert
review
- transparency, openness

- not as relevant for normative model
applications (e.g., cost-effective pathways)
- not predictive of future conditions
- difficulty of separating forcings from
system responses in dynamic baselines
- limited to specific causal mechanisms or
spatial scales
- limited implications for structural validity
(and issues with over-tuning)
- models not designed to capture short-term
variability
- (other limitations as for historical
simulations)
- subjective comparisons, no standardized
tests
- difficulty of identifying reasons for
divergence and implications for structural
validity
- limited applicability and policy-relevance
- difficulty in simplifying heterogeneous
causal mechanisms

hierarchy of
models & simple
models

model intercomparison
projects (MIPs)

diagnostic
indicators

sensitivity
analysis

documentation,
checks, review

- limited standardization of scenario
implementation across diverse models
- difficulty of attributing divergent results to
individual model differences
- risk of groupthink in shared modelling
strategies, removal of outliers
- descriptive indicators of model behavior,
not explanatory
- risk of over-tuning to harmonize
diagnostic model runs
- not appropriate or possible for all models
with different designs

- does not address structural uncertainty in
models
- computational cost of global methods
- limited insights from local methods
- costly (time, capacity, intellectual
property)

4.2. Improving IAMs against five evaluation criteria
Five criteria provide the dimensions along which evaluation can help improve IAMs and
their use in policy contexts: appropriateness, interpretability, verifiability, credibility,
usefulness. Table 2 summarizes the contributions each evaluation method makes on each
criteria. No single method addresses all five criteria.
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Table 2. IAM evaluation criteria and methods.
Correspondence between criteria and methods is subjectively labelled as strong (green
), partial (amber ~), or weak/none (red) based on evidence presented in previous
sections.
using observations

appropriateness

is model purpose and design consistent with
research question?

 ~

 

interpretability

are model results interpretable in light of
model structure & parameters?

~

~

verifiability

are model results repeatable or model
structure accessible to 3rd parties?

credibility

is model good enough for its intended
purpose for both users and modelers?

usefulness

do model insights advance understanding of
policy options & challenges?



~

    ~


~

 ~

 ~

~

~

 ~

~





Model evaluation should help provide a clear statement of a model's appropriateness for
addressing a specific scientific question (35, 81). Ever more extensive, higher resolution
representations of coupled natural-human systems creates IAMs with numerous purposes
(117). Evaluation methods that delineate specific characteristics of models or model
performance support appropriateness in matching tool with task. Diagnostic indicators
help select IAMs with specific performance characteristics to answer related policy
questions. A hierarchy of models allows simpler, more clearly interpretable IAMs to be
used for characterizing general system dynamics. IAMs with specific causal mechanisms
tested against observations in historical simulations are appropriate for policy analysis
linked to those mechanisms.
Model evaluation should improve the interpretability of results, taking model structure
and assumptions into account (118). Model inter-comparison projects and diagnostic
indicators contribute to the interpretability of IAMs by linking model behavior and
resulting policy insights to structural representations of energy, land use and economic
processes. Sensitivity analysis similarly links model behavior to input assumptions and
parameter values. As IAMs represent multiple systems and their interactions, another
pragmatic approach for improving interpretability is to evaluate individual components
sequentially such as their climate models (85, 119).
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documentation, checks & review

sensitivity analysis

diagnostic indicators

model inter-comparisons

hierarchy of models

IAM evaluation criteria

near-term observations

historical simulations

IAM evaluation methods

generalizable historical patterns

within or between
models



Model evaluation should improve the verifiability of model structure and results in line
with scientific best practice (51). More transparent, documented and accessible models
and model results support the verifiability of IAMs. Open source models further enable
the repeatability of model experiments outside the parent modelling teams.
Standardization also supports transparency and interpretability. Performance metrics
could be developed and applied to standardize IAM evaluations, building on recent work
with diagnostic indicators (101, 102).
The two remaining criteria, credibility and usefulness, are particularly important for
policy-relevant models, and emphasize the importance of users as well as modelers in
evaluation (35). How the producers and users of knowledge interact may be as important
in determining the credibility of IAMs as the modelling analysis itself (120, 121).
Modelers should clearly communicate “insights not numbers” (19) alongside
assumptions, uncertainties and limitations (25, 122, 123). Boundary organizations at the
science-policy interface play a critical translational role. Dedicated IPCC chapters are
important signals of concerted evaluation efforts.
Finally, as Barlas and Carpenter (18) observe: "Models are not true or false but lie on a
continuum of usefulness". Evaluation should underwrite the usefulness of IAM analysis.
IAMs are designed to capture interdependencies, feedbacks, trade-offs, and the systemic
consequences of climate policy at a global scale over the long-term (21). It follows that
IAMs’ usefulness lies primarily in applications linked to these unique design features.
The future possibility space explored by IAMs is wide, with irreducible uncertainties in
both biophysical and socioeconomic systems (25, 124). The usefulness of IAMs lies also
in characterizing salient uncertainties, and identifying the robustness of alternative policy
options for achieving a given climate stabilization goal (58, 125).
4.3. Applying insights from climate model evaluation
Climate model evaluation yields relevant methodological and practical experience which
can inform IAM evaluation. First, the use of historical observations, whether through
simulations, near-term observations or generalizable patterns, are important for
behavioral validity testing despite the many restrictions on their use. The historical record
remains the only basis for observing how modelled systems actually behave.
Second, both long-term observational datasets, and simple as well as complex models are
useful for testing model representations of key system processes. Third, standardized
performance metrics are useful for transparently comparing between models. Fourth, the
involvement of independent research groups in evaluation research increases the visibility
of model evaluation, as well as the independence and diversity of expert knowledge
brought to bear on model development (1).
However, in drawing on experiences from climate model evaluation, it is important to
recognize important differences between IAMs and climate models that help explain why
certain evaluation methods are less prominently applied to IAMs.
One set of differences relate to the modelled system. The climate system is based on
invariant physical principles which ensure structural constancy (between past and future).
Long-term observations of global mean surface temperature provide a good basis for
testing model response to forcings relative to a pre-industrial equilibrium. In contrast,
IAMs represent socioeconomic processes which may not be structurally constant under
climate policy, and baselines are dynamic and uncertain (see Box 2 and 3).
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A second set of differences relate to domains of application. Climate models provide
unique insights with few competing sources of knowledge (126). Understanding future
climate change and impacts rests heavily on climate model projections (76). Users
skeptical of climate science have sharpened the perceived need for model evaluation by
climate scientists (114). In contrast, IAMs provide insights on mitigation options and
challenges to decision makers with relevant own expertise as well as access to many
different sources of knowledge and analytical tools (97).
A third set of differences relate to the modelling communities. The computational
requirements of climate modelling and the availability of funding to support large centers
means evaluation research is better supported. In contrast, the IAM community is more
dispersed and funding is not typically available to support model evaluation (127).
The combined effect of these differences has been to mainstream and standardize
evaluation methods within the norms, agendas and research activities of the climate
modelling community to a greater extent than with IAMs.

5. Conclusion
Process-based IAMs are one of many analytical tools and sources of policy-relevant
insight on climate change mitigation. However, IAMs are unique in being able to analyze
systemic outcomes of coupled socioeconomic and biophysical processes in response to
policy forcings. IAMs provide quantitative analysis of associated uncertainties to
policymakers over the long time horizons of climate change mitigation, and characterize
energy and land use transformation pathways consistent with predetermined emission
budgets. It is important to continually test and improve the adequacy of these tools.
Evaluating IAMs helps establish the legitimacy of their use, the appropriateness and
adequacy of their application, and confidence in their results among users. We have
synthesized many examples, benefits, and limitations of applying different evaluation
methods to IAMs. The time is now ripe for establishing a more systematic approach to
IAM evaluation, combining different methods in an ongoing, collaborative process
involving both modelers and users. Such a systematic approach is needed to improve
IAMs’ appropriateness, interpretability, verifiability, credibility, and usefulness.
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6. Supplementary Information (SI)
(1) Benefit-cost integrated assessment models.
(2) Examples of historical simulation studies by process-based IAMs.
(3) Examples of generalizable historical patterns tested in process-based IAMs.
(4) Characteristics of process-based IAMs participating in two recent model diagnostic
studies, including key references and links to model documentation.
(5) Examples of global sensitivity analyses by process-based IAMs.
(1) Benefit-cost integrated assessment models.
Highly-aggregated integrated assessment models applied in a benefit-cost framework are
another type of widely-used tool to inform climate policy (30, 31, 127). Benefit-cost
models are used to estimate optimal mitigation efforts taking climate impacts on the
economy into account. Example of benefit-cost models include DICE (128) and PAGE
(129). In contrast, process-based models are used to find least-cost pathways to achieve
a pre-determined level of mitigation effort such as 2oC climate stabilization. Examples of
process-based models include IMAGE (17), REMIND (130) and GCAM (79).
Kunreuther, et al. (20) discusses the applications and limitations of process-based and
benefit-cost integrated assessment models in mitigation analysis (also see Stanton,
Ackerman and Kartha (131) for a comparative review).
Although similar evaluation methods can be applied to both benefit-cost and processbased models, cost-benefit models face additional and specific modelling issues which
distinguish their evaluation needs (132). These modelling issues include: (1) the
sensitivity of results to discount rate assumptions (133); (2) the atheoretical and weakly
empirical basis of 'damage functions' which parameterize the impacts of climate change
on the economy (131); (3) the omission of tipping points and potential catastrophic
impacts of climate change (134-136); (4) the weak integration of mitigation co-benefits
in a welfare maximization framework (137). Discount rates and damage functions in
particular strongly influence model estimates of the social cost of carbon which defines
the economically-optimal level of mitigation effort (138, 139).
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(2) Examples of historical simulation studies by process-based IAMs.
TABLE S1. IAM BEHAVIOR TESTED AGAINST OBSERVATIONS.
Study

Global
IAM

Timescale
& Spatial
Scale
2003-2006
India

IAM Behavior & Variables
Tested

Key Findings
-> Resulting Learning Outcomes

(57)

IMACLIMR
(global)

Short-run macroeconomic
response to rising oil prices as
exogenous shock

GTAP-E
(global)

1980-2005
Global

Distribution of petroleum
prices in response to demand
and supply shocks

(141)

TIMER/
IMAGE
(global)

Energy demand in residential
sector

(44)

TIMER/
IMAGE
(global)

1970-2003
USA, W.
Europe,
Brazil, India,
China
1970-2003
W. Europe
& India

(56)

GCAM
(global)

1995-2010
US

Energy demand in buildings

(142)

AIM/CGE
(global)

1981-2000
Global &
Regional

Primary energy mix
Electricity supply mix
Final energy mix by energy
sources and end-use sectors

(47)

CIMS *
(Canada)

1990-2010
Canada

Consumer choices of energy
end-use technologies

Over-estimation of negative impact
on economic growth
-> modifications of model
parameterization
Over-estimation of medium-run
demand elasticities
-> modifications of model
parameterizations
Uncertainties in calibration
parameters to reproduce historical
data
-> importance of reporting calibration
ranges
Input parameters calibrated to
reproduce historical data
-> but wide ranges of possible
parameter values in multiple
combinations
Accurate reproduction of growth in
floor space, but over-estimation of
electricity use and under-estimation
of gas use
-> modifications of model
parameterization
Good reproduction of global totals
but larger errors at the level of
specific resources or technologies,
and a disaggregated regional scale
-> discussion of possible structural
uncertainties (e.g., non-price factors
in power plant allocations) as well as
parametric uncertainties (e.g., oil
price elasticity, autonomous energy
efficiency improvement)
Technology choice functions
calibrated to reproduce historical data
-> but convergence on a set of
preferred probability distributions
only for some technologies (heating
systems) not others (refrigerators,
cars)

(140)

Energy demand for
transportation

* Not a global IAM but included for comparison purposes in key findings and resulting learning
outcomes.
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(3) Examples of generalizable historical patterns tested in process-based IAMs.
Kaldor's stylized facts included the rate of return on investment being roughly constant
over long periods, and the real wage growing over time. For an updated set of Kaldor's
stylized facts, see (143). Several of these generalizable historical patterns describing
economic growth have been tested against regional GDP projections used to generate
future emission scenarios (75).
Schwanitz (36) tests two generalizable historical patterns relating to energy technology
and consumption using global integrated assessment models. The first is that variation in
per capita growth rates increases with distance from the technology frontier (143). The
second is that primary energy consumption is positively correlated with economic growth
(144). Using model results from the Global Energy Assessment (14), Schwanitz (36) finds
that the first generalizable historical pattern is not reproduced and the second is broadly
reproduced other than during a 30 year period in a particular model region. In the first
case, economic convergence is an exogenous input to the models, suggesting the
usefulness of alternative per capita growth assumptions at a disaggregated regional scale.
In the second case, further testing is needed to determine whether the model deviation
from the historical pattern is plausible (36).
Wilson, Grubler, Bauer, Krey and Riahi (78) use historical data from a sample of 9 energy
technologies to characterize a generalizable pattern of technological lifecycles: the extent
to which an energy technology diffuses (measured in terms of cumulative capacity) is
positively correlated with the duration of its diffusion. This pattern has more recently
been confirmed with an expanded sample of 16 energy technologies (145). Using results
from two IAMs under both baseline and mitigation scenarios, Wilson, Grubler, Bauer,
Krey and Riahi (78) find that models tend to show longer durations of diffusion for a
given extent of diffusion than those observed historically, although the effect of emission
constraints is to compress these durations. This divergence in model behavior from a
historical stylized fact can likely be attributed to model preferences for continuous,
balanced and concurrent growth among technologies within a more diverse portfolio than
has been observed historically.
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(4) Characteristics of process-based IAMs participating in two recent model
diagnostic studies, including key references and links to model documentation.
Tables S2 and S3 summarize key characteristics of global IAMs that participated in two
recent model diagnostic studies (101, 102). This is a limited sample of global IAMs
included here for illustrative purposes. For a more complete synthesis, see (5).
It is important to note that the system boundaries of many global IAMs can vary. As an
example, models of the energy system and economy (e.g., MESSAGE, REMIND) can be
coupled to land use models to endogenize land use dynamics (e.g., MESSAGEGLOBIOM, REMIND-MAgPIE). Tables S2 and S3 report only the characteristics of
models used in the diagnostic studies.
Further details about the models, including their different configurations, can be found in
the detailed model documentation reported below the tables.
TABLE S2. GLOBAL IAMS PARTICIPATING IN KRIEGLER, ET AL. (101) MODEL
DIAGNOSTIC STUDY. SOURCE: (101, 146). NOTE: MAC = MARGINAL ABATEMENT COSTS.
Global
IAM

Modelling
team home
institute
NIES, Japan

Equilibrium
type
Partial

Time
horizon
2050

Resolution
of energy
supply
High

Representation
of land use *

Coverage of
greenhouse gases

None

Kyoto gases

RITE, Japan

Partial

2050

High

MACs for land
use emissions

Recursive
dynamic

2100

High

Recursive
dynamic
Recursive
dynamic

2050

Low

2100

Medium

Endogenous land
use dynamics,
afforestation
MACs for land
use emissions
None

All GHGs and
other radiative
agents
All GHGs and
other radiative
agents
Kyoto gases

GCAM

PNNL, USA

Partial

GEM-E3

ICCS,
Greece
CIRED,
France

General

IMAGE

PBL, the
Netherlands

Partial

Recursive
dynamic

2100

High

Endogenous land
use dynamics

MERGEETL

PSI,
Switzerland

General

Intertemporal
optimization

2100

High

MACs for land
use emissions

MESSAGE
-MACRO

IIASA,
Austria

General

Intertemporal
optimization

2100

High

POLES

JRC IPTS,
EU /
EDDEN,
France
PIK,
Germany

Partial

Recursive
dynamic

2100

High

MACs for land
use emissions,
afforestation
None

General

Intertemporal
optimization

2100

High

FEEM, Italy

General

AIMEnduse
DNE21+

IMACLIM

REMIND

General

Modelling
approach
Recursive
dynamic
Intertemporal
optimization

MACs for land
use emissions

CO2 from fossil
fuel combustion
and industry
All GHGs and
other radiative
agents
All GHGs and
other radiative
agents
All GHGs and
other radiative
agents
Kyoto gases from
fossil fuel
combustion and
industry
All GHGs and
other radiative
agents
Kyoto gases

Intertemporal
2100
Low
MACs for land
optimization
use emissions
* Many of the global IAMs participating in this study can also be run coupled with land use models to endogenize
land use dynamics.
WITCH
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TABLE S3. GLOBAL IAMS PARTICIPATING IN WILKERSON, LEIBOWICZ, TURNER AND
WEYANT (102) MODEL DIAGNOSTIC STUDY. SOURCE: (102). NOTE: MAC = MARGINAL
ABATEMENT COSTS.
Global
IAM

Modelling
team home
institute
MIT, USA

Equilibrium
type
General

Modelling
approach

Time
horizon
2100

Representation
of land use *

Coverage of
greenhouse gases

All GHGs and
other radiative
agents
PNNL, USA Partial
Recursive
2100
High
Endogenous land
All GHGs and
GCAM
dynamic
use dynamics,
other radiative
afforestation
agents
EPRI, USA
General
Intertemporal
2100
High
MACs for land
All GHGs and
MERGE
optimization
use emissions
other radiative
agents
* Many of the global IAMs participating in this study can also be run coupled with land use models to endogenize
land use dynamics.
EPPA

Recursive
dynamic

Resolution
of energy
supply
Medium

MACs for land
use emissions

Detailed model-specific documentation for each model in Tables S2 and S3 is referenced
below. In many cases, original models have been subsequently developed into variants
(e.g., with or without certain elements) and run under study-specific parameterizations.
Standardized model reference cards and documentation with easily comparable
information are also available online for many of these models:
https://wiki.ucl.ac.uk/display/ADVIAM/Review
AIM-Enduse: Hibino, G., R. Pandey, Y. Matsuoka, M. Kainuma (2013). A Guide to
AIM-Enduse Model. National Institute of Environmental Studies, Japan.
http://www.nies.go.jp/gaiyo/media_kit/16.AIM/Enduse/manual.html,
DNE21+: Sano, F., K. Akimoto, T. Homma, J. Oda, K. Wada (2012). Analysis of Asian
long-term climate change mitigation in power generation sector. 3rd IAEE Asian
Conference, Kyoto, Japan. http://eneken.ieej.or.jp/3rd_IAEE_Asia/pdf/paper/044p.pdf
EPPA: Paltsev, S., J. Reilly, H. Jacoby, R. Eckaus, J. McFarland, M. Sarofim, M.
Asadoorian and M. Babiker (2005). The MIT Emissions Prediction and Policy Analysis
(EPPA) Model: Version 4. Boston, MA, MIT Joint Program on the Science and Policy of
Global Change.
GCAM: www.globalchange.umd.edu/models/gcam
GEM-E3: www.gem-e3.net
IMACLIM: Waisman, H., C. Guivarch, F. Grazi, J-C. Hourcade (2012). The Imaclim-R
Model: Infrastructures, Technical Inertia and the Costs of Low Carbon Futures under
Imperfect Foresight. Climatic Change 114(1): 101-20.
IMAGE: Stehfest, E., D. van Vuuren, T. Kram, L. Bouwman, R. Alkemade, M.
Bakkenes, H. Biemans, A. Bouwman, M. den Elzen, J. Janse, P. Lucas, J. van Minnen,
M. Müller and A. Prins (2014). Integrated Assessment of Global Environmental Change
with IMAGE 3.0. Model description and policy applications. The Hague, Netherlands
Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL).
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MERGE: Manne, A. & R. Richels. (2004). MERGE: An Integrated Assessment Model
for
Global
Climate
Change.
Stanford
University,
Stanford,
CA.
www.stanford.edu/group/MERGE/GERAD1.pdf
MERGE-ETL: Marcucci, A. & H. Turton (2012) The MERGE-ETL Model
Documentation.
Paul
Scherrer
Institute,
Villingen.
www.psi.ch/eem/ModelsEN/2012MergeDescription.pdf
MESSAGE: https://wiki.ucl.ac.uk/display/ADVIAM/MESSAGE
POLES: Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (2010). Prospective Outlook on
Long-Term Energy Systems, POLES Manual, Version 6.1. European Commission Joint
Research
Centre.
http://ipts.jrc.ec.europa.eu/activities/energy-andtransport/documents/POLESdescription.pdf
REMIND: Luderer, G., M. Leimbach, N. Bauer, E. Kriegler, L. Baumstark, C. Bertram,
A. Giannousakis, J. Hilaire, D. Klein, A. Levesque, I. Mouratiadou, M. Pehl, R. Pietzcker,
F. Piontek, N. Roming, A. Schultes, V.J. Schwanitz, J. Strefler (2013). Description of the
REMIND Model (Version 1.6). Social Science Research Network (SSRN), Rochester,
NY . Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2697070 and www.pikpotsdam.de/research/sustainable- solutions/models/remind
WITCH: Bosetti, V., C. Carraro, M. Galeotti, E. Massetti, M. Tavoni (2006). WITCH:
A World Induced Technical Change Hybrid Model. The Energy Journal 27: 13-38.
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(5) Examples of global sensitivity analyses by process-based IAMs.
Local methods (also ‘OAT’ or one-at-a-time) test output sensitivities to changes in single
inputs; global methods vary all other inputs as well. Global methods include screening
methods (e.g., Morris) and variance-based methods (e.g., Sobol). This section provides
illustrative examples of global methods applied to IAMs.
van der Sluijs, et al. (147) use the Morris method for global sensitivity analysis to explore
quantitative uncertainties in parameter values in the TIMER energy model which is part
of the IMAGE integrated assessment framework. 300 variables were varied over a range
0.5 to 1.5 times the default values. Input variables and model components to which
projected CO2 emissions were most sensitive included: economic activity; rates of
technological improvement; supply curves for fossil fuels and renewables; rates of energy
efficiency improvement. Campolongo and Braddock (148) use the full IMAGE model to
test the sensitivity of atmospheric CO2 concentrations, temperature change in the mixed
ocean layer, and sea level rise to both the main effects and interaction effects of six input
parameters including biotic growth, climate sensitivity, and rate of increase in net primary
production.
Branger, Giraudet, Guivarch and Quirion (149) test the sensitivity of the Res-IRF model
of energy demand in the residential sector in France. Using the Morris method applied to
the full set of inputs and parameters, they found that sectoral energy demand was most
sensitive to exogenously-specified future energy prices and the parameterization of
energy service elasticity. Bosetti, et al. (92) test the sensitivity of two global energyeconomy models, GCAM and WITCH, to uncertain technology cost and performance
assumptions. Using different global methods applied to five energy technologies, they
found emission outcomes were strongly sensitive to the costs of nuclear power, but that
varying model responses to technology cost sensitivities were attributable to structural
differences between models. McJeon, et al. (108) similarly generate a large number of
scenarios using the GCAM model by varying combinations of technology cost
assumptions. By apply a scenario discovery method to identify combinations that result
in mitigation costs exceeding a threshold (defined as the 80th percentile cost), they found
that future costs of carbon capture and storage (CCS) were most influential over model
outcomes. Pye, Sabio and Strachan (111) run a global sensitivity analysis on the ESME
model which uses probability distributions of key inputs. They find the cost of a future
UK energy transition consistent with climate change targets is most sensitive to
assumptions on gas prices and biomass availability.
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